Summer
School 2020
Application will be from 5 Day Course

A

B

July 27 th - July 31st

Become a detective!
The popular detective course is back!
There is a crime at Smile Club! Who is the culprit behind it? Solve the

Aug 3rd - Aug 7 th

Musical Producer
Let’s make a musical and become a Musical producer!
From writing a script, rolling the camera, to becoming an actor! Together we

mystery by collecting various evidences. The culprit is…………This course is
full of mystery and thrill! Pre-school & K1 will collect different evidence to

children dancing, singing and performing. Pre-school & K1 will make a

help with the investigation. We will learn English naturally by tackling the

musical together. We will learn new vocabulary through song, dance and

mystery, practicing reasoning skills and finding the culprit!

rhythm.

Aim

Aim

The focus is on nurturing imagination, inspiration and intuition. The children
will learn technical terms that are used with investigating crime.

The children will memorize the song lyrics & dialogues from the script while making
the musical. They will be able to learn presentation skills and art of expression.

C

Aug 10th - Aug 14th

The World of Magic & Inventing Toys
Welcome to the world of Magic!
From simple tricks to more challenging ones, it is a course to practice magic. We
will challenge ourselves to learn and display the tricks it in front of a crowd.
can be enjoyed by family and friends. Indoor or Outdoor toys, we can make any
kind of original toys! Pre-school and K1 will become teeny tiny magicians! They
will experience fun & exciting magic tricks!
Under toy invention, the children will use their imagination to make different toys.

D

Aug17 th - Aug 21st

Smile Summer festival!

We will come up with all the event plans to
make the Smile Club Festival a success!
We plan to hold a fun summer festival with band performance, food stalls,
dance, ring toss competition etc., We will make the best of the last week of
Summer School. Pre-school & K1 will participate in the events to help make
new friends and get involved with different teachers to help them have an
enjoyable time at school and preparing for the new term.

Aim

Aim

Magic has various science behind the tricks and that can add to the knowledge of
the children. Toy making will teach the joy of materializing things from your
imagination.

The aim is to nurture compassion in planning various events and gain a sense of
accomplishment. Also, to develop and improve communication skills that will assist
in overcoming shyness.

All the classes will have some cooking activities.
On sunny days, we will have pool time. Please bring along your swimsuit and towel.
Bus service and School lunch available. In case of any queries, please kindly call on the number below:
*Each course will include Cooking, Arts and Crafts, and Video.

English School

Koutouku Sarue 2-16-5 Sumiyoshi Medical Mall 5th Floor
TEL:03-3635-8380 FAX:03-5669-4380
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www.smileclub.jp

